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ABSTRACT
Brain Computer Interfaces (BCIs) measure brain signals of brain activity intentionally and unintentionally induced by the
user, and thus provide a promising communication channel that does not depend on the brain‟s normal output pathway
consisting of peripheral nerves and muscles. Present-day Brain Computer Interfaces determine the intent of the user from a
variety of different electrophysiological signals. They translate these signals in real-time commands that operate a
computer display or other device. Successful operation requires that the user encode commands in these signals and that
the BCI derive the commands from the signals. Thus, the user and the BCI system need to adapt to each other both initially
and continually so as to ensure stable performance. Current BCIs have low information transfer rates (e.g. up to 10–25
bits/min). This is limited capacity for many possible applications of BCI technology, such as neuroprosthesis control, this
device require higher information transfer rates. In non-invasive BCI, Signals from the brain are acquired by channels (i.e.
electrodes) on the scalp. In new BCI systems for increase accuracy, increased number of electrodes. In this case the
increased number of electrodes causes a non-linear increase in computational complexity (i.e. decrease transfer rate). This
article used Genetic Algorithm for select the effective number of electrodes and Redundancy Reduction.
Keywords: Brain Computer Interfaces, Redundancy Reduction, Genetic Algorithm, artifact

1. INTRODUCTION
For many years people have speculated that
electroencephalographic
activity
or
other
electrophysiological measures of brain function might
provide a new non-muscular channel for sending messages
and commands to the external world – a brain–computer
interface (BCI) [1]. A BCI allows a person to
communicate with or control the external world without
using the brain‟s normal output pathways of peripheral
nerves and muscles. Messages and commands are
expressed not by muscle contractions but rather by
electrophysiological phenomena such as evoked or
spontaneous EEG features (e.g. SCPs, P300, mu/beta
rhythms) or cortical neuronal activity [2]. BCI operation
depends on the interaction of two adaptive controllers, the
user, who must maintain close correlation between his or
her intent and these phenomena, and the BCI, which must
translate the phenomena into device commands that
accomplish the user‟s intent [3].
Present-day BCIs have maximum information
transfer rates ≤25 bits/min. With this capacity, they can
provide basic communication and control functions (e.g.
environmental controls, simple word processing) to those
with the most severe neuromuscular disabilities, such as
those locked in by late-stage ALS or brainstem stroke.
They might also control a neuroprosthesis that provides
hand grasp to those with mid-level cervical spinal cord
injuries. More complex applications useful to a larger
population of users depend on achievement of greater
speed and accuracy, that is, higher information transfer
rates [4].

Future progress hinges on attention to a number
of crucial factors. These include: recognition that BCI
development is an interdisciplinary problem, involving
neurobiology, psychology, engineering, mathematics,
computer science, and clinical rehabilitation; identification
of the signal features, whether evoked potentials,
spontaneous rhythms, or neuronal firing rates, that users
are best able to control; the extent to which this control
can be independent of activity in conventional motor
output and sensory input channels; the extent to which this
control depends on normal brain function; identification of
the best feature extraction methods and the best algorithms
for translating these features into device control
commands; development of methods for maximizing each
user‟s control of these signal features; attention to the
identification and elimination of artifacts such as EMG
and EOG activity; adoption of precise and objective
procedures for evaluating BCI performance; recognition of
the need for long-term as well as short-term assessment of
performance; identification of appropriate applications;
proper matching of BCI applications and users; close
attention to factors that determine user acceptance of
augmentative technology; and emphasis on peer reviewed
publications and appropriately conservative response to
media attention. With adequate recognition and effective
engagement of these issues, BCI systems could provide an
important new communication and control option for those
with disabilities that impair normal communication and
control channels. They might also provide to those without
disabilities a supplementary control channel or a control
channel useful in special circumstances.
In new BCI systems for increase accuracy,
increased number of electrodes. In this case the increased
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number of electrodes causes a non-linear increase in
computational complexity (i.e. decrease transfer rate). This
article used Genetic Algorithm for select The Effective
Number of electrodes and Redundancy Reduction [5],
implemented a feed-forward multi-layer perceptron (MLP)
with a single hidden layer with five neurons, a
probabilistic neural network (PNN).and support vector
machine (SVM) classifier with Gaussian RBF kernel as t
translating algorithms and The power spectrum, variance
and mean of the Daubechies mother wavelet transform and
Entropy used for feature extraction.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this research, EEG signal used as the basic
data for classification. The EEG data is from an open
EEG database of University of Tuebingen. Two types
of the EEG database are employed as [6].

2.1. Dataset I
The datasets were taken from a healthy subject.
The subject was asked to move a cursor up and down on a
computer screen, while his cortical potentials were taken.
During the recording, the subject received visual feedback
of his slow cortical potentials (Cz-Mastoids). Each trial
lasted 6s. During every trial, the task was visually
presented by a highlighted goal at either the top or bottom
of the screen to indicate negativity or positivity
from second 0.5 until the end of the trial. The visual
feedback was presented from second 2 to second 5.5. Only
this 3.5 second interval of every trial is provided for
training and testing. The sampling rate of 256 Hz and the
recording length of 3.5s results in 896 samples per channel

for every trial. This dataset contain 266 trials that 70% of
this dataset is considered as train dataset and the rest are
considered as test.

2.2. Dataset II
The datasets were taken from an artificially
respirated ALS patient. The subject was asked to move a
cursor up and down on a computer screen, while his
cortical potentials were taken. During the recording, the
subject received auditory and visual feedback of his slow
cortical potentials (Cz-Mastoids). Each trial lasted 8s.
During every trial, the task was visually and auditorily
presented by a highlighted goal at the top or bottom of the
screen from second 0.5 until second 7.5 of every trial. In
addition, the task ("up" or "down") was vocalised at
second 0.5. The visual feedback was presented from
second 2 to second 6.5. Only this 4.5 second interval of
every trial is provided for training and testing. The
sampling rate of 256 Hz and the recording length of 4.5s
results in 1152 samples per channel for every trial. This
dataset contain 200 trials that 70% of this dataset is
considered as train dataset and the rest are considered as
test.

2.3 Proposed methods
The block diagram of the proposed method for
EEG signal classification is depicted in Fig.1. The method
is divided into sex steps: (1) EEG acquisition and
sampling, (2) EEG preprocessing, (3) calculation of
feature vector, (4) feature selection, (5) Channel selection,
(6) classification [7, 8, 9].

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the proposed method for EEG signal classification
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3. PRE PROCESSING
3.1 Artifact removal
Artifact removal is the process of identifying and
removing artifacts from brain signals. An artifact-removal
method should be able to remove the artifacts as well as
keeping the related neurological phenomenon intact.
Common methods for removing artifacts in EEG signals
are as follows.

3.1.1 Linear filtering
Linear filtering is useful for removing artifacts
located in certain frequency bands that do not overlap with
those of the neurological phenomena of interest [10]. For
example, low-pass filtering can be used to remove EMG
artifacts and high-pass filtering can be used to remove
EOG artifacts. Linear filtering was commonly used in
early clinical studies to remove artifacts in EEG signals
[11].
The advantage of using filtering is its simplicity.
Also the information from the EOG signal is not needed to
remove the artifacts. This method, however, fails when the
neurological phenomenon of interest and the EMG or
EOG artifacts overlap or lie in the same frequency band
[12]. A look at the frequency range of neurological
phenomena used in BCI systems unfortunately shows that
this is usually the case. As a result, a simple filtering
approach cannot remove EMG or EOG artifacts without
removing a portion of the neurological phenomenon. More
specifically, since EOG artifacts generally consist of low
frequency components, using a high-pass filter will
remove most of the artifacts. Such methods are successful
to some extent in BCI systems that use features extracted
from high-frequency components of the EEG (e.g., Mu
and Beta rhythms). However, for BCI systems that depend
on low frequency neurological phenomena (such as
MRPs), this methods are not as desirable, since these
neurological phenomena may lie in the same frequency
range as that of the EOG artifacts.
In the case of removing EMG artifacts from EEG
signals, filtering specific frequency bands of the EEG can
be used to reduce the EMG activity. Since artifacts
generated by EMG activity generally consist of highfrequency components, using a low-pass filter may
remove most of these artifacts. Again, such methods may
be successful to some extent for BCI systems that rely on
low-frequency components (e.g., MRPs), but they cannot
be effective for BCI systems that use a neurological
phenomenon with high-frequency content (such as Beta
rhythms).

3.1.2 Blind source separation (BSS)
BSS techniques separate the EEG signals into
components that „„build‟‟ them. They identify the

components that are attributed to artifacts and reconstruct
the EEG signal without these components [13]. Among
the BSS methods, Independent Component Analysis
(ICA) is more widely used. ICA is a method that blindly
separates mixtures of independent source signals, forcing
the components to be independent. It has been widely
applied to remove ocular artifacts from EEG signals [14].
Preliminary studies have shown that ICA increases the
strength of motor-related signal components in the Mu
rhythms, and is thus useful for removing artifacts in BCI
systems [15].
One advantage of using BSS methods such as
ICA is that they do not rely on the availability of reference
artifacts for separating the artifacts from the EOG signals
[11]. One disadvantage of ICA, along with other BSS
techniques, is that they usually need prior visual
inspection to identify artifact components [14]. However,
some automatic methods have been proposed [16].

4. FEATURE EXTRACTION
For features extraction from the raw EEG data
many methods such as time domain, frequency domain,
and time–frequency domain are used. In this article we
used Entropy and Wavelet Transform for feature
extraction.

4.1 Entropy
Entropy is the basic concept of information
theory. The Entropy of a random variable can be
interpreted as the degree of information that the
observation of the variable gives. The more “random”, i.e.
unpredictable and unstructured the variable is, the larger
it‟s Entropy. More rigorously, Entropy is closely related to
the coding length of the random variable, in fact, under
some simplifying assumptions, Entropy is the coding
length of the random variable. For introductions on
information theory, see [17]. Entropy H is defined for a
discrete random variable Y as:

H ( y )   P (Y  ai ) log P (Y  ai )
Where the
probability of

are the possible values of Y and

ai

(1)

P the

.

4.2 Wavelet Transform
For features extraction from the raw EEG data
many methods such as time domain, frequency domain,
and time–frequency domain are used. Since the EEG is
non-stationary in general, it is most appropriate to use
time–frequency domain methods like wavelet transform as
a mean for feature extraction [18]. The WT provides a
more flexible way of time–frequency representation of a
signal by allowing the use of variable sized windows. In
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WT long time windows are used to get a finer lowfrequency resolution and short time windows are used to
get high-frequency information. Thus, WT gives precise
frequency information at low frequencies and precise time
information at high frequencies. This makes the WT
suitable for the analysis of irregular data patterns, such as
impulses occurring at various time instances. The EEG
recordings were decomposed into various frequency bands
through fourth-level wavelet packet decomposition
(WPD). The decomposition filters are usually constructed
from the Daubechies or other sharp mother wavelets,
when the data has discontinuities. In this research, based
on the analysis of the data, Daubechies mother wavelet
was used in the decomposition. The power spectrum,
variance and mean of the signal (each channel) are
extracted as features. So the feature set for each subject in
each trial consisted of 3*number of channels. As a result,
the feature matrix was 266*18 and 200*21 for subject A
and B respectively. Finally the feature matrix is
normalized.

5. FEATURE SELECTION
Feature selection is one of the major tasks in
classification problems. The main purpose of feature
selection is to select a number of features used in the
classification and at the same time to maintain acceptable

classification accuracy. Besides deciding which types
of features to use, the weighting of features also
plays an important role in classification.
Emphasizing features that have better discriminative
power will usually boost classification. Feature
selection can be seen as a special case of feature
weighting, in which features that are eliminated are
assigned zero weight. Feature selection reduces the
dimensionality of the feature space, which leads to a
reduction in computational complexity. Furthermore,
in some cases, classification can be more accurate in
the reduced space. Various algorithms have been
used for feature selection in the past decades. One of
the best methods that can be used for features
selection is Genetic Algorithms [19].

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

feature 2 isn't selected as
input data for BCI

5.1 Genetic algorithms
Genetic Algorithms are adaptive heuristic search
algorithm premised on the evolutionary ideas of natural
selection and genetic [20]. The basic concept of GAs is
designed to simulate processes in natural system necessary
for evolution. The main operator of GA to search in pool
of possible solutions is Crossover, Mutation and selection.
The genetic search process is iterative:
evaluating, selection and recombining string in the
population during each one of iterations (generation) until
reaching some termination condition. Evaluation of each
string is based on a fitness function that is problemdependent. It determines which of the candidate solutions
are better. This corresponds to the environmental
determination of survivability in national selection.
Selection of a string, which represents a point in the search
space, depends on the string‟s fitness relative to those of
other strings in the population, those points that have
relatively low fitness.
Mutation, as in natural systems, is a very low
probability operator and just flips bit. The aim of mutation
is to introduce new genetic material into an existing
individual; that is, to add diversity to the genetic
characteristics of the population. Mutation is used in
support of crossover to ensure that the full range of allele
is accessible for each gene.
Crossover in contrast is applied with high
probability. It is a randomized yet structured operator that
allows information exchange between points. Its goal is to
preserve the fittest individual without introducing any new
value.
The proposed approach to the use of GAs for
Feature selection involves encoding a set of d, Feature s as
a binary string of d elements, in which a 0 in the string
indicates that the corresponding Feature is to be omitted,
and a 1 that it is to be included. This coding scheme
represents the presence or absence of a particular Feature
from the Feature space (see Fig. 2). The length of
chromosome equal to Feature space dimensions.

6. CHANNEL SELECTION
The proposed approach to the use of GAs for
channel selection involves encoding a set of d, channels as
a binary string of d elements, in which a 0 in the string
indicates that the corresponding channel is to be omitted,
and a 1 that it is to be included. This coding scheme
represents the presence or absence of a particular channel
from the channel space (see Fig. 3). The length of
chromosome equal to channel space dimensions.

feature 1 is selected as
input data for BCI

Fig. 2. Schema of the proposed GA-based feature selection
approach
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Fig. 3. Schema of the proposed GA-based channel selection approach

7. CLASSIFICATION APPROACHES
An artificial neural network (ANN) is an
interconnected group of artificial neurons simulating the
thinking process of human brain. One can consider an
ANN as a “magical” black box trained to achieve expected
intelligent process, against the input and output
information stream. ANN are useful in application areas
such as pattern recognition, classification etc [21].

7.1 Multilayered Perceptron Neural Networks
The decision making process of the ANN is
holistic, based on the features of input patterns, and is
suitable for classification of biomedical data. Typically,
multilayer feed forward neural networks can be trained as
non-linear classifiers using the generalized backpropagation (BP) algorithm.
Our network has one hidden layer with five
neurons and output layer with one neuron. Generalized BP
algorithm with momentum used as training procedure.
Momentum is a standard training technique which is used
to speed up convergence and maintain generalization
performance [22]. For hidden and output layers, we used
bipolar and unipolar sigmoid functions respectively as
decision function on the other hand we normalized
weights and inputs. With these methods we achieved a NN
classifier that is the most suitable classifier for the task at
hand. We determined the most effective set as well as the
optimum vector length for high accuracy classification.
This NN classifier was trained and tested by using the
feature sets described above.
By means of minimizing error optimized the
number of neurons in hidden layer to five with tansig
functions and sigmoid function for output layer.

7.2 Probabilistic Neural Network
The probabilistic approach to neural networks has
been developed in the framework of statistical pattern

recognition. Probabilistic neural network (PNN) is derived
from radial basis function (RBF) network which is an
ANN using RBF. RBF is a bell shape function that scales
the variable nonlinearly. PNN is adopted for it has many
advantages [8]. Its training speed is many times faster than
a BP network. PNN can approach a Bayes optimal result
under certain easily met conditions. Additionally, it is
robust to noise examples. We choose it also for its simple
structure and training manner. The most important
advantage of PNN is that training is easy and
instantaneous. Weights are not “trained” but assigned.
Existing weights will never be alternated but only new
vectors are inserted into weight matrices when training. So
it can be used in real-time. Since the training and running
procedure can be implemented by matrix manipulation,
the speed of PNN is very fast.

7.3 Support Vector Machine
The SVM is a relatively new classification
technique developed by Vapnik [23] which has shown to
perform strongly in a number of real-world problems,
including BCI.
The invention of SVM was driven by underlying
statistical learning theory, i.e., following the principle of
structural risk minimization that is rooted in VC
dimension theory, which makes its derivation even more
profound. The SVMs have been a topic of extensive
research with wide applications in machine learning and
engineering.

8. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this paper, we proposed a scheme to combine
liner filtering, Genetic Algorithm and neural network
classifiers for EEG signal classification. Liner filtering is
used to artifact removal from EEG signals. The GA select
essential EEG channels and the best features then selected
features serve as input feature vector for the following
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classifiers. Two neural networks, including probabilistic
neural network (PNN), Multilayered Perceptron (MLP)
and support vector machine (SVM) were employed in the
study and their effects were compared. In neural network
structure, the output layer unit has sigmoid function,
which makes network capable of nonlinearly mapping and
capturing dynamics of signals. In SVM classifier different
values for σ which is a very essential parameter in
designing a SVM classifier with Gaussian RBF kernel
examined and the best one selected.
To classify cursor movements two types of the
EEG database are used, 70% of each dataset used for
training and the rest for test classifiers. Both neural
network classifiers and SVM demonstrated high
classification accuracies with relatively small number of
features. Between the three classifiers, SVM shows
slightly better performance than MLP and PNN in terms
of classification accuracy and robustness to different
number of features. The results prove that the proposed
scheme a promising model for the discrimination of
clinical EEG signals. The performance of a classifier is not

just measured as the accuracy achieved by the network,
but aspects such as computational complexity and
convergence characteristics are just as important. To
reduce complexity, the GA used to select essential EEG
channels. This approach to BCI helps to reduce the
computational complexity of the Classification process,
and helps to improve transfer rate in real-time BCI
systems.
Generally, the classification accuracy over files,
which were included in training, is higher than the
accuracy for the testing set. Tables I and II indicate the
results of classification accuracy during training and test
stages for both datasets. In comparison with the neural
network classifier, SVM has a better training and test
accuracy rate of neural network classifier, because of the
nature of SVM classifier, this classifier is more general
than neural network and this specification is very
important in the use of classifiers. The most important
advantage of PNN is that training is easy and
instantaneous in comparison with SVM and MLP
classifiers.

TABLE I: results of the dataset type I
FEATURES
CLASSIFIER

MLP
PNN
SVM

WAVELET TRANSFORM

ENTROPY

TRAINING

TEST

TRAINING

TEST

99.56%

87.75%

99.56%

86.75%

99.98%

87.85%

99.98%

88.75%

99.95%

92.25%

99.95%

90.25%

TABLE II: Results of the Dataset Type II
FEATURES
CLASSIFIER

MLP
PNN
SVM

WAVELET TRANSFORM

ENTROPY

TRAINING

TEST

TRAINING

TEST

99.56%

88.25%

99.56%

88.25%

99.96%

87.65%

99.97%

88.75%

99.92%

91.25%

99.95%

91.25%

9. CONCLUSION
The goal of this paper is on one hand to reduce
the redundancy and on the other hand to increase the BCI
speed and making use of it in real time form. Hence, the
linear filtering method is applied to Artifact removal
which is a relatively simple method with fairly low
complexity computations. Moreover, its efficiency is
acceptable comparing to statistical methods such as
independent component analysis.

In order to extract the most suitable features from
the raw EEG data different methods in time or frequency
domain can be used. Since the EEG is non-stationary in
general, it is most appropriate to use time–frequency
domain methods like wavelet transform (WT) as a mean
for feature extraction. The simulation results confirm this
fact.
The Genetic algorithm is applied in order to
choose the best features from the feature space as well as
the best channels from the many channels that have been
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used. GA is an evolutionary algorithm which its optimality
has been proved in other fields, the computation
complexity is low and it is an appropriate method in real
time problems.
Since In new BCI systems; for increase accuracy,
tend toward using large number of channels (i.e.
electrodes). In this case the increased number of electrodes
causes a non-linear increase in computational complexity
(i.e. decrease transfer rate). To overcome these problems
in this article we used evolutionary intelligent method for
select the effective number of electrodes and redundancy
reduction.
One of the main privileges of the mixed method
used in this paper is that, the redundant data are removed
by the selection power of the genetic algorithm. This fact
reduces the data dimensions and reduced the time response
of system significantly. Moreover, the accuracy of
classifiers has not only reduced but also in most.
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10. FUTURE WORKS
In future works, other intelligent method and
evolutionary algorithms for selecting the most suitable
features and channels will be used. Furthermore other
feature extracting methods such as statistical methods will
be applied.
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